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              Donating LGBTQ literature is a benefit to all kids: Open Books co-founder
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                  The group Open Books is giving what they deem “LGBTQ+ affirming literature” to public schools, including every elementary campus in the LAUSD.
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              RFK Jr. campaign staffer says defeating Biden is ‘No. 1 priority’
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                The challenges and heartbreaks of raising backyard chickens

                
              
              
              
                Tove Danovich loves raising backyard chickens, a tradition that dates back to her great-grandmother.
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                Weekend film reviews: ‘Godzilla x Kong,’ ‘Wicked Little Letters’

                
              
              
              
                Critics review the latest film releases: “Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire,” “La Chimera,” “The Shadowless Tower” and “Wicked Little Letters.”
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                Paul Bloom, psychologist and author of “Psyche: The Story of the Human Mind” and “The Sweet Spot,” reflects on the relevance and controversy surrounding Sigmund Freud.
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                  [image: Taraji P. Henson shares that her passion for acting and vivid imagination was fostered by her aunt and godmother after seeing The Wiz on Broadway at an early age.]
                

                Taraji P. Henson on the beauty and emotion of ‘The Wiz’

                
              
              
              
                Taraji P. Henson shares that her passion for acting and vivid imagination was fostered by her aunt and godmother after seeing The Wiz on Broadway at an early age.
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                Japanese American Dodgers fans have a little more to root for

                
              
              
              
                The Japanese American community in LA’s South Bay is taking pride in Shohei Ohtani and Yoshinobu Yamamoto, the Dodgers’ star Japanese players this season.
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                ‘Forever elsewhere’: Social media is worsening youth mental health

                
              
              
              
                Technology has devastated kids’ abilities to connect and learn. Pew data from 2022 says nearly half of teens were online almost constantly.
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                  [image: Grammy-winner Corinne Bailey Rae expands into punk and free jazz playing cuts from her audacious 2023 LP “Black Rainbows,” live From Apogee Studio.]
                

                Corinne Bailey Rae: KCRW Live from Apogee Studio

                
              
              
              
                Grammy-winner Corinne Bailey Rae expands into punk and free jazz playing cuts from her audacious 2023 LP “Black Rainbows,” live From Apogee Studio.
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                Lost Notes, Season 4 - Ep 3: My Lady’s Frustration: How Fela Kuti Found Afrobeat in LA

                
              
              
              
                Lost Notes explores how Fela Kuti’s time in LA in 1969 was instrumental in the creation of his legendary Afrobeat sound.
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                  [image: A higher minimum wage benefits fast food workers in an expensive state. It could also mean higher menu prices for customers, and tighter budgets for franchises.]
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                A higher minimum wage benefits fast food workers in an expensive state. It could also mean higher menu prices for customers, and tighter budgets for franchises.
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                  [image: A year ago, living in Miami, Lēya Graham’s passion for dance was waning. Then she discovered the Debbie Allen Dance Academy in LA, which served as a lifeline.]
                

                ‘This place literally saved her’: The profound role of Debbie Allen Dance Academy

                
              
              
              
                A year ago, living in Miami, Lēya Graham’s passion for dance was waning. Then she discovered the Debbie Allen Dance Academy in LA, which served as a lifeline.
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                  [image: Decades ago, Silas White dreamed of setting up a beach club for African Americans at a Santa Monica property he bought.]
                

                Ebony Beach Club: Will Silas White’s descendants get restitution?

                
              
              
              
                Decades ago, Silas White dreamed of setting up a beach club for African Americans at a Santa Monica property he bought.
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                Why does tap water taste like nothing?

                
              
              
              
                Christy Spackman tracks how municipal water systems have spent billions eliminating taste from our tap water.
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    Morning Becomes Eclectic

    KCRW's signature daily music show. New releases, live performances, and interviews.

  



  [image: Bookworm, a premier literary talk show providing intellectual, accessible, and provocative literary conversations. Hosted by Michael Silverblatt at KCRW.com.]
  
    Bookworm

    Bookworm, a premier literary talk show providing intellectual, accessible, and provocative literary conversations. Hosted by Michael Silverblatt at KCRW.com.
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    Left, Right & Center

    Left, Right & Center is KCRW’s weekly politics show where we take on the tough, divisive issues you’re afraid to talk about with your own family.
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    Bent by Nature

    She was the most influential American DJ you’ve never heard of. Deirdre O’Donoghue was a vital force in the musical underground of the 1980s.
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                  Morning Becomes Eclectic

                  KCRW's signature daily music show. New releases, live performances, and interviews.
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                  An infectious harmony of varied sounds and melodies that bridge cultures and genres.
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                  Future beats and a mind-melting mix of fuzz, bass, and funk. Served fresh every weeknight.

                  Apr. 08 1 hr, 59 min
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                  A varied sonic experience to jazz, blending music, style, and culture.
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                  Carefully curated music from around the world.
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                  [image: Anticipating Monday’s total solar eclipse, Angelenos are flying and driving thousands of miles to get the best view – and, possibly, to be changed.]
                

                LA eclipse chasers hit the road seeking a cosmic connection
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                Anticipating Monday’s total solar eclipse, Angelenos are flying and driving thousands of miles to get the best view – and, possibly, to be changed.
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                MBE Playlist April 5: New Music Friday hits: Vampire Weekend, bad tuner, José James
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                “Only God Was Above Us,” Vampire Weekend’s hotly anticipated follow up to 2019’s “Father of the Bride” is out now and playing in this MBE.
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                Are you in a relationship with a narcissist?
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                UC Berkeley professor Jennifer Chatman and clinical psychologist Ramani Durvasula explain what narcissism is and looks like and the perceived propensity for it within leadership and…
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                Fanatic! I hope you had a great week and got some good listening in. I’m out of the daily pummeling of proofreading for a little while.
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                Fight organized retail crime: CA Assembly lawmakers unveil plans

                
                California lawmakers revealed a slate of bills aimed at reducing retail theft. It’s an attempt to fight crime without violating Prop 47, the criminal justice reform passed in 2014.
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                MBE Playlist April 9: Combo Chimbito and Hiatus Kaiyote spice up your Tuesday
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                MBE Playlist April 9: Combo Chimbito and Hiatus Kaiyote spice up your Tuesday

                
                We’re really loving the latest from cumbia-punks Combo Chimbita and Aussie jazz-psych combo Hiatus Kaiyote.
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                Today’s Top Tune: The Marias - ‘Run Your Mouth’

                
                The Marías are busy putting the finishing touches on their eagerly-awaited sophomore album Submarine, out at the end of May, exploring solitude and the complexities of our emotions.
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                Climate change pushes CA state parks to re-think their goals
              
              
                [image: The people in charge of California’s state parks once focused on just preserving land, but now they’re tasked with saving it from climate-driven collapse.]
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                Climate change pushes CA state parks to re-think their goals

                
                The people in charge of California’s state parks once focused on just preserving land, but now they’re tasked with saving it from climate-driven collapse.
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                Woodworking means fewer screens and more satisfaction for Angelenos
              
              
                [image: Southern Californians tired of screens are building tables, chairs, and objects of beauty out of wood to channel their creativity into something tangible.]
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                Woodworking means fewer screens and more satisfaction for Angelenos

                
                Southern Californians tired of screens are building tables, chairs, and objects of beauty out of wood to channel their creativity into something tangible.
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                José Galván's playlist, April 8, 2024
              
              
                [image: An infectious harmony of varied sounds and melodies that bridge cultures and genres.]
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                José Galván's playlist, April 8, 2024

                
                An infectious harmony of varied sounds and melodies that bridge cultures and genres.
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                FREAKS ONLY playlist: Daniel T., Vampire Weekend, and ‘Staring at the Sun’
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                FREAKS ONLY playlist: Daniel T., Vampire Weekend, and ‘Staring at the Sun’

                
                Hear a TV On The Radio classic detailing behavior we hope none of you have been engaging in…
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                Ukraine aid hangs in the balance amid congressional infighting
              
              
                [image: House Speaker Mike Johnson is facing pressure from Democrats and foreign leaders to pass more aid, while hard-right members of his own party threaten his speakership.]
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                Ukraine aid hangs in the balance amid congressional infighting

                
                House Speaker Mike Johnson is facing pressure from Democrats and foreign leaders to pass more aid, while hard-right members of his own party threaten his speakership.
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                Another Trump lawyer faces disbarment after 2020 election schemes
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                Another Trump lawyer faces disbarment after 2020 election schemes

                
                Former DOJ official Jeffrey Clark faces disbarment after his schemes to overturn the 2020 election.
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                Hearing the music in everything: Rudy Mancuso on ‘Música,’ synesthesia
              
              
                [image: Rudy Mancuso’s synesthesia means daily sounds transform into layered rhythms and melodies. He explores that beautiful and frustrating experience in “Música.”]
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                Hearing the music in everything: Rudy Mancuso on ‘Música,’ synesthesia

                
                Rudy Mancuso’s synesthesia means daily sounds transform into layered rhythms and melodies. He explores that beautiful and frustrating experience in “Música.”
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                HBO’s ‘Curb’ concludes with copious callbacks to ‘Seinfeld’ finale
              
              
                [image: HBO’s “Curb Your Enthusiasm” ended its 12th and final season Sunday night. We review the episode and discuss how Westside Los Angeles featured prominently in the show.]
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                HBO’s ‘Curb’ concludes with copious callbacks to ‘Seinfeld’ finale

                
                HBO’s “Curb Your Enthusiasm” ended its 12th and final season Sunday night. We review the episode and discuss how Westside Los Angeles featured prominently in the show.
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                Benny Sings: KCRW Live from Apogee Studio
              
              
                [image: Dutch melodist Benny Sings and his megawatt band hit Apogee Studio with cuts from the acclaimed 2023 LP “Young Hearts,” including “Pyjamas” and “Movie Star.”]
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                Benny Sings: KCRW Live from Apogee Studio

                
                Dutch melodist Benny Sings and his megawatt band hit Apogee Studio with cuts from the acclaimed 2023 LP “Young Hearts,” including “Pyjamas” and “Movie Star.”
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                MBE Playlist April 8: (Almost) total eclipse of the show
              
              
                [image: Your ultimate eclipse playlist, fresh jams from your faves, and Benny Sings’ breezy bops Live From Apogee.]
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                MBE Playlist April 8: (Almost) total eclipse of the show

                
                Your ultimate eclipse playlist, fresh jams from your faves, and Benny Sings’ breezy bops Live From Apogee.
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                KCRW's all-music channel blending the collected talents and tastes of all KCRW's DJs into a single voice streaming 24 hours a day.
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                KCRW's all-music channel blending the collected talents and tastes of all KCRW's DJs into a single voice streaming 24 hours a day.
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                Griffith Park spectators awestruck at partial solar eclipse
              
              
                [image: Hundreds of locals flocked to the Griffith Park Observatory to witness Southern California’s partial eclipse.]
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                Griffith Park spectators awestruck at partial solar eclipse

                
                Hundreds of locals flocked to the Griffith Park Observatory to witness Southern California’s partial eclipse.
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                LeRoy Downs' playlist, April 7, 2024

                
                "Just Jazz" with LeRoy Downs. Downs' goal is to bring a varied sonic experience to jazz, while blending music, style, and culture.
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      Donating LGBTQ literature is a benefit to all kids: Open Books co-founder
      Press Play with Madeleine Brand
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      KCRW’s Top 30: Chicano Batman soars ahead
      Music Special Programming
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      RFK Jr. campaign staffer says defeating Biden is ‘No. 1 priority’
      Press Play with Madeleine Brand
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      LA nonprofit puts banned LGBTQ books in school libraries
      Press Play with Madeleine Brand
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5 Things To Do Newsletter

The best of what to see, hear, eat, do, and more.
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